Introduction

In recent decades there has been a significant reassessment of the atonement within the theological guild, and long-held views such as substitutionary atonement have especially become out of step with many in current scholarship. Accompanying such a reassessment have been a bevy of charges, such as substitutionary atonement is little more than divine child abuse, or that it leads to the oppression of the poor and weak, or that it paints a picture of God as being vindictive and blood thirsty.1 Further, within evangelicalism itself there is a significant difference of opinion over the very nature of the atonement.2 Given this, it should come as little surprise that this topic is garnering more interest and reevaluation.3 We should welcome such reassessment, especially when the topic is as essential to the Christian faith as the death of Christ. It is incumbent on every generation to return to the Scriptures so as to test the veracity of the claims of its theological forebears.

There are many voices within the chorus of New Testament writers, and there is a need for each voice to be heard in its own right. This is never more true than when the issue is the NT writers’ interpretations of the death of Christ. Yet quite often in such discussions, Paul’s epistles receive star treatment and the spotlight while other writings such as Hebrews are relegated to a “junior varsity” or “special teams” status.

What follows is an assessment of the doctrine of the atonement in the epistle to the Hebrews, with specific attention given to the question of substitution. Does Hebrews affirm this doctrine? What does the author say about the work of Christ with regards to his death as it relates to human sin? If it is true that “atonement through the death of Christ is a more obvious and pervasive theme in Hebrews than in any other New Testament book,”4 then such a study is more than warranted.

My purpose in the following pages is specifically to focus on the question of substitutionary atonement in Hebrews and to demonstrate that the idea of substitution lies at the heart of the writer’s theology of Christ’s death. To be sure, substitution is not the only thing that could be said concerning Hebrews and the atonement, but I hope to persuade the reader that substitution is of central importance for the writer of Hebrews.

The discussion will proceed in the following manner: First, I will exegete the two primary OT texts, Lev 16:1-34 and to a smaller degree 17:11. Second I will focus on Hebrews 9. In no other portion of the epistle to the Hebrews is the death of Christ more discussed than in 9:1-28. Therefore, significant attention will be given to these verses and to the broader covenantal context of 8:1-10:18. Third, since
the writer of Hebrews arguably cites from the important atonement text of Isaiah 53 in Heb 9:28, this important text must be part of the discussion. Fourth, if Isaiah 53 depicts a measure of wrath-bearing, the question naturally arises as to whether Hebrews has the same in mind in 9:28. Fifth, if such an element is present, then the matter of God’s wrath against sin in Hebrews must support such a claim. This will be followed by a brief summary and conclusion.

Biblical Data: Lev 16:1-34 and 17:11

Introductory Matters

In Hebrews, the clear references to the Day of Atonement shed much light on the writer’s atonement theology given that he identifies the death of Christ as the fulfillment of the sacrificial system. To be sure, there are more OT sacrifices than those seen in the Day of Atonement, but there are none as significant. With Hebrews’ emphasis on blood and purgation from sin, it is clear that the matter of sin and its removal from the covenant people is essential. Such forgiveness and removal is at the heart of the New Covenant, and thus the writer of Hebrews argues that in the death of Christ sins are forgiven. Further, this issue of atonement is found throughout Hebrews, beginning with the epistle’s introduction in which Christ’s priestly atonement is first mentioned, “when he had made purification of sins” (1:3; cf. 2:17; 5:1-3; 6:19-20).

Regarding the key texts in Leviticus and Hebrews, it seems that at every turn there are questions and disagreements among today’s scholars (such as the meaning of kipper and the debate over expiation vs. propitiation), but such debate does not mean that answers are impossible. Rather, what is called for is a reexamination of the biblical evidence in order to answer the fundamental hermeneutical question as to what the writer of Hebrews means when he describes Christ’s death in terms of the Day of Atonement. Given that most scholars see chapter 9 as the fundamental section to ascertain the writer’s atonement theology, and given that there is near unanimity concerning his Christological reading of Leviticus 16 in these verses, it is logical to begin with the OT text that stands at the center of the discussion.

Leviticus 16:1-34

This climactic chapter of Leviticus concludes a lengthy section dealing with matters of purification, and crowns the discussion with directions as to how the people’s sins could be atoned for. Ross notes that the central idea of this chapter is “God’s gracious provision to provide complete atonement.”5 Verse 34 concludes the passage, “‘Now you shall have this as a permanent statute, to make atonement for the sons of Israel for all their sins once every year.’ And just as the Lord had commanded Moses, so he did.” The people offered sacrifices throughout the year, but it is on this special day that humanity could enter the presence of God (via the representative high priest) and find the mercy and grace of God that provides cleansing from sin’s defilement. The deaths of the sacrifices are visible portrayals of what sin requires—the death of the sinner. This identification, Wenham argues, was well understood in OT times, and the idea of substitution is at the heart of the entire sacrificial system. He writes, “In the symbolic system of Israel, clean animals offered in sacrifice represented the Israelite worshipper.”6 No matter the sacrifice, there is a common procedure at the core of the ceremony: the laying on
of hand(s), killing the animal, collecting and using the blood, and burning at least part of the body on the altar. Thus, at the core of each sacrifice is the principle of substitution, and its “immolation on the altar quietens God’s anger at human sin.”

Theologically, what is seen in Leviticus 16 is the gracious provision of God that satisfies the holiness of God and demonstrates his love for and desire for fellowship with his covenant people. By his acceptance of the sacrifices to cleanse the priest and those he represents, it is possible for God the holy one to dwell among a people riddled with sin. His antecedent grace is presupposed in the sacrificial system.

Yet such can only be had on God’s terms. After Nadab and Abihu lost their lives in Leviticus 10, Aaron and all subsequent high priests were warned that they were to enter the Holy Place only by means of strict adherence to Yahweh’s instructions (1-2). It is noteworthy that Lev 16:1-2 puts the entire ceremony described in vv. 3-34 into a context of “wrath aversion.” Though some have suggested that the Day of Atonement does not avert the anger of God over human sin, this view seems difficult to maintain in light of how this climactic chapter begins. The description of the ceremony begins by recalling the tragic events of Leviticus 10, and states that if the priest, the people’s representative, does not wish to receive the same treatment as Nadab and Abihu, then all of the following specifics (vv. 3-34) must be obeyed. We see, then, that sin defiles, and God’s judgment follows as retribution. “Indeed, the cleanliness regulations and the elaborate ritual required for sacrifices and entrance into God’s temple indicate that human beings are unworthy as sinners to enter into God’s awesome presence.”

The presence of sin defiles the holiness of God and brings retributive judgment. As such, the introductory verses set the tone for the ritual. God is angry at sin (vv. 1-2), yet his anger is averted through the bloody sacrifice that cleanses and atones for sin (vv. 3-34).

Some might object that the offense of Aaron’s sons is unique, and thus should not be used as evidence for the argument concerning sin and wrath in Leviticus 16. Yet such an objection is answerable from the context. The principle that sin demands death is seen not just in Leviticus 10 or 16:1-2, but arguably throughout the Day of Atonement ritual. What is different is that instead of the sinner himself being killed for his own sins, it is the substitutionary sacrifice of the animal that suffers the fate of death. The difference is that Nadab and Abihu had no substitute for their sin (and thus bore their own penalty), but the principle is still operative quite consistently: sin brings death. Will the sinner pay (as in Nadab and Abihu) or will a substitute pay the penalty? This current flows throughout the chapter.

In verses 3-6, the high priest, dressed in a simple linen tunic, undergarments, sash, and turban first had to be cleansed along with the other priests by offering a bull (v. 6; 11-14). Tidball persuasively suggests that the reason why the high priest dressed so simply was due to the humility required for him to enter the presence of God. When addressing the people as the spokesman from God, he wore the much more elaborate dress of God’s authoritative representative to the people, but when addressing God as the people’s representative, making atonement for the people in the very presence of God, he came in humble dress as one having no authority. He had to bathe and put on clean garments since he was to enter
the heart of God’s sanctuary. Purity was demanded or death was certain. Aaron had to approach God’s majestic presence with extreme caution lest his fate parallel that of his two sons.11 Sin brought death, and this was seen in the sacrificial death of the animal. The blood of the slain bull was to be taken into the innermost sanctuary and sprinkled there on the mercy seat, which atones for the sins of Aaron and the other priests. The young bull was slain instead of Aaron and the priests; their sins must first be atoned for before Aaron can make atonement for the sins of the people. As such, notions of substitution are likely present here.12 Conversely, one could ask the question of what would be the option if sins were not atoned for by the blood of the animal? What would happen if Aaron were not to slay the bull and offer its blood for sin (Lev 17:11)? From the context, it seems that God’s wrath could strike out against Aaron for his sins, were he not to pay heed to the words of the Lord. Thus, it seems that at least at this point there is an element of expiation of sin as well as propitiation of divine wrath. As evidence of the latter, one could point to the events surrounding the burning of the sacrifice. This burning becomes a “soothing aroma” to the Lord (see Lev 1:9; 2:2; 3:5; 4:31). The term translated as “soothing” suggests a divine uneasiness that is quieted by sacrifice. All of the sacrifices detailed elsewhere in Leviticus (particularly Lev 1-5) reached their annual climax in the Day of Atonement ritual,14 and what was true of the sacrifices on an individual scale (such as the burnt offering and purification offering) reaches its zenith in Leviticus 16. Similarly, Tidball states that all of the instructions about dress, the cleansing of Aaron, the young bull, and the selection of the goats leave one with the powerful impression of God, who is majestic in his holiness, yet who has been “offended in manifold ways by his people.”15 This is what the Day of Atonement was designed to correct.

This action is followed by casting lots for the two goats, one of whom would be sacrificed to the Lord for the sins of the people (“for the Lord,” vv. 7-8; 15-19), the other as the scapegoat (“for Azazel,” vv. 7-8; 20-22). The first goat (“for the Lord”) is then slaughtered as a purification offering for the people (vv. 15-19), and its blood sprinkled in the Holy of Holies on and in front of the mercy seat (v. 15). E. Nicole has shown that the death of this first goat “represented, by its slaughtering and the handling of its blood, the atonement of sin through substitution.”16 The mixed blood of both the bull and goat is also used to cleanse the tent of meeting itself along with the sanctuary and the altar (cf. Exod 30:10), having become impure due to the defilements of both priests and people. Wenham notes that the purpose for all of this blood cleansing was to purify the pollution brought into the tabernacle by the people. It was to “cleanse and sanctify the sanctuary and altars from the uncleanness of the Israelites . . . . These atonement-day rituals make the impossible possible. By cleansing the sanctuary they permit the holy God to dwell among an unholy people . . . . Under both testaments there is but one mediator between God and man.”17

Concerning the second goat, there is much discussion of the meaning of the term “Azazel” in the literature, but the purpose is clear enough despite the various proposals: the goat “for Azazel” symbolically carried away the sins of the people. As Wenham notes, “The symbolism of this ceremony is transparent.”18
The priest symbolically transfers the sins of the people onto the head of the second goat. Verses 21-22 state,

Then Aaron shall lay both of his hands on the head of the live goat, and confess over it all the iniquities of the sons of Israel and all their transgressions in regard to all their sins; and he shall lay them on the head of the goat and send it away into the wilderness by the hand of a man who stands in readiness. The goat shall bear on itself all their iniquities to a solitary land; and he shall release the goat in the wilderness.

Vos rightly argues that both of the goats must be taken together in order for the reader to grasp the totality of what is being conveyed. He states that in the symbolism of the ceremony, though there were two goats, the scapegoat formed with the other goat in reality one sacrificial object; the distribution of suffering death and of dismissal into a remote place simply serving the purpose of clearer expression, in visible form, of removal of sin after expiation had been made, something which the ordinary sacrificial animal could not well express, since it died in the process of expiation.

Peterson adds, “Both parts of this movement together restore harmony between God and Israel.” What is seen in the two goats is a single act of atonement. One dies at the center of the camp, and one is sent to die outside of the camp. Tidball avers, “Both their roles were necessary on this special day. Both would act as substitutes for the people of Israel. Both would bear the sins of Israel. Both would make for full atonement.” Thus, the two goats symbolize the cleansing of the people’s impurities as well as the removal of their sins. It is one atoning sacrifice in two parts.

This substitution is seen by means of the sins being symbolically transferred via the laying on of hands. This laying on of the high priest’s hands points to the fact that the scapegoat bears the sins of the people as a God-ordained substitute, and not mere identification. This is evidenced by the Hebrew term sāmak (“to press, lean”) in Lev 16:21, where there is an identity between worshipper and victim. Additionally, Lev 16:22 is the only place in the OT in which the sins of the people are explicitly said to be born by an animal. It is in the sending away of the goat to die that one sees a vicarious punishment being carried out. Leach writes, “the plain implication is that, in some metaphysical sense, the victim is a vicarious substitution for the donor himself.” Further, it should come as little surprise to find that the Servant of Yahweh in the fourth servant song in Isaiah 52:13-53:12 is the only person in the OT who bears the sins of others. To this we will return below.

Yet some such as Jacob Milgrom argue that what is primarily in view here is merely the cleansing or “wiping” of the tabernacle itself. Over time, it becomes polluted, and therefore the meaning of kipper should be rendered “to wipe,” and in this case, to “wipe clean” the holy place because of ritual uncleanness. Once the uncleanness reaches a certain point, God will no longer dwell there and the people would become the recipients of God’s curses. For Milgrom, it is not the sinner that is “wiped clean,” but the sanctuary. As such, he sees two different rites involved on the Day of Atonement, one
that purifies the sanctuary via an offering of purification, and one that atones for the moral guilt of the people in the scapegoat. Yet, as many OT scholars note, this is an insufficient reading of the data. The extensive studies of both Kiuchi and Sklar have, in my view, seriously undermined Milgrom’s thesis. Concerning the two sacrificial goats, Kiuchi and Sklar each conclude that there is in fact one sin offering in view here with two forms (see above), and that each form deals with the moral guilt of the people. Tidball notes that both atonement offerings removed moral guilt and that the blood does not merely act as a “spiritual detergent,” cleaning up what had been unfortunately made dirty. To be sure, the sanctuary is cleansed, but it is so because Aaron momentarily bears the sins and guilt of the people as their representative, and subsequently transfers them onto the live goat by laying his hands on it. When the moral guilt of the people is taken away, the people and sanctuary are clean from the stain brought by the people’s rebellion, wickedness, sins, and wrongdoings (Lev 16:16, 21). Guilt is a major concern in the sacrificial system, and blood substitution makes atonement, not mere washing. In this statement one can see parallels to Hebrews 9 in which the blood of Christ cleanses the guilty conscience in a permanent, non-repeatable way (Heb 9:14; 10:2; ct. 9:9-10). In sum, “the goat that was killed both purifies the sanctuary and atones for people, no less than the goat that was released.” In his recent doctoral work on the term *kipper,* Sklar concludes that Lev 17:11 “identifies a general theological principle that applies to the atoning sacrifices: the life-blood of the sacrificial animal atones for the life of the offerer…. Thus … *kipper* in this verse is best taken in the sense of ‘ransom.’” He adds, “the traditional reading of this verse … is correct, that is, it is stating a general theological principle that applies to all atoning sacrifices, namely, the purification, guilt, and burnt offerings.” Similarly, in his work on this verse, E. Nicole rightly argues that substitution is in view, and that *kipper* cannot be reduced simply to the purification of something that is
Compensation is in view, “which implies God.” Such ransom and compensation, paid substitutionally by the sacrifice, turns away which accounts for the distance between God and people, viz., his wrath towards their sin. Leviticus 17:11 ought to be viewed in terms of averting the destruction of God’s wrath due to sin. This is in contrast to Milgrom, who states that while kipper does in fact refer to the placation of God’s wrath, it only does so in certain texts, and argues that ransom from the wrath of God is not present in cultic texts such as Leviticus 16 and 17. In his treatment of 17:11, Milgrom argues that only the peace offerings are in view. Yet his attempts to segregate cultic from non-cultic texts in Leviticus are, as Schreiner notes, ultimately dissatisfying in light of the biblical evidence and context. Nicole concludes, “Therefore, in kipper rites, purification cannot be disconnected from compensation: through compensation given to God, purification and forgiveness were granted.” So, we see that along with the aspect of cleansing we also see compensation (Nicole) or ransom (Sklar) given to God for the offenses committed. This comes via the death of the substitute victim.

The preceding points about purification and forgiveness are helpful for the present study, since they may support the conclusion that for Hebrews there is more than mere purification in view. The sacrificial victim is a sin offering both to God and for the people. Both cleansing and reconciliation are granted to the worshipper. As in the Day of Atonement, human beings needed more than purification, they needed forgiveness and reconciliation. This is in contrast to the tabernacle and its objects which only needed to be cleansed (impersonal objects cannot be reconciled). This is where, I think, some have erred: looking chiefly to the objects in the tabernacle and the tabernacle itself in the Day of Atonement ceremony, and therefore seeing only purification in the cultus. Defiled objects need only to be cleansed. Yet defiled people need more than to be ceremonially cleansed. We cannot overlook the important fact that for the penitent worshipper (what Morris calls “the right internal disposition”) purification from sin is only the means to the end. What is needed is reconciliation and forgiveness—restoration of the relationship to God broken by sin—and that is something tabernacle objects cannot possess. The distance between God and people caused by sin is visibly manifested in the fact that the people had only limited access to the divine presence in the Old Covenant. Yet in Hebrews’ treatment of the New Covenant, all of these elements are spoken for. Purification from sin is procured (1:3; 7:27; 9:11-14; 10:10, 14), forgiveness is granted (8:12; 9:24; 10:17-18), relationship with God is no longer hindered (8:10-11), and unfettered access to the presence of the Lord is granted (Heb 4:16; 6:19-20; 10:19-20). Again, purification cannot be disconnected from forgiveness, since in the accomplishing of the New Covenant work, Christ purifies and reconciles sinful people to the holy God.

In the Day of Atonement ritual of Leviticus 16, we see that sin is cleansed by the blood of substitutionary animal sacrifice. This is also seen in Leviticus 17:11. The transgressions of the people have brought impurity to the tabernacle which is cleansed by the blood sacrifices. This atones for the people’s transgressions and brings purity to both people and tabernacle. As a result God will continue to dwell among his people. The two parties...
are reconciled, given that the sin and guilt of the people are removed by the substitution of the animal for the human. In such acts of kipper, humans are the beneficiaries of the verbal action, and the action “was not performed upon him [the worshipper] . . . but for his sake, outside of him.” 45 As such there is an inextricable connection between purification from the person's sin and ransom/compensation to God to placate his offense. Thus we may conclude that in the Day of Atonement ritual, the deaths of the animals are substitute deaths in place of the people. 46 Further, as noted above in the comments on Lev 16:1-2, the cultus is set out in a framework of averting God’s wrath against sin. Sin brings death (an axiom seen from the beginning of the Torah in Gen 1-3), and it is no different here. Sin brought the death of Aaron’s sons, and would also bring about the death of all of the people, unless their penalty was absorbed by the blood of bulls and goats in the Day of Atonement ritual.

Biblical Data: Hebrews 9

Introductory Matters

Given the conclusions from Leviticus 16 above, and since the writer of Hebrews tells us that the OT sacrifices (first and foremost the Day of Atonement) served as a shadow (10:1) and type or parable (9:9), then we would do well to think in terms of Leviticus when we interpret Hebrews 9. To be sure, there are significant hermeneutical questions concerning the writer's usage of the OT. Though these matters are important, this is not the place for such a lengthy discussion. I have written about this matter elsewhere, 47 and in short one may conclude that the writer of Hebrews is essentially an OT expositor who does not run roughshod over OT meaning. Graham Hughes is correct when he argues that the OT permits the NT writer meanings that are found in light of new revelation. 48 There is continuity between the testaments because it is the voice of God in each, and this revelation only comes into full view by looking at the OT through the person and work of Christ (rather than proof-texting or making use of Philonic exegesis, etc.). Hofius properly argues that for the writer of Hebrews, Christ is the interpretive and hermeneutical key. 49 In these eschatological “latter days” God has spoken in his Son (1:2), and it is in this present “time of reformation” (9:10) brought about by the person and work of Christ that the light of his new revelation can shine back onto the Old Covenant’s rituals in order to fully grasp their place and significance. They were a parable and shadow that outlined the reality to come in Christ. As such, the writer of Hebrews’ hermeneutic is patently Christological; he views the OT (specifically here the cultus) through the lens of Christ in terms of expectation and fulfillment. This hermeneutic seems clearly to be at work when the writer of Hebrews interprets the death of Christ by means of it fulfilling the Day of Atonement.

At the outset of this section, two things must be stated before proceeding. First, we must think logically and in a historical-redemptive framework about the relation between (1) the death of Christ, and (2) the Day of Atonement and the other purification rituals noted in Hebrews 9. The OT sacrifices are types and parables, mere outlines of the very form of things (10:1). 50 As such, no single type can adequately and fully prefigure the antitype on its own. This is why the sacrifices are referred to as part of the shadow that the Law possesses (10:1). 51
We must see that each of the sacrifices referred to in Hebrews 9 point to the one sacrifice of Christ, and thus if we are to understand them we must understand Christ’s sacrifice, and not the other way around. This explains how the writer of Hebrews can put together the daily sacrifices, those on Yom Kippur, the red heifer, and covenant inauguration. They all teach the importance of blood as it pertains to cleansing and access to the divine presence. To be certain, they illumine and prepare, functioning pedagogically for what would come in the person and work of Christ. The Day of Atonement does not exhaust the meaning of the death of Christ (9:6-10; 23-25). Similarly, neither the covenant inauguration ritual (9:18-22), nor the red heifer purification ritual (9:13) exhausts the death of Christ. Each of these have something in common to be sure (sacrificial blood), but they each need to be considered separately and together if we are to comprehend the many contours of the death of Christ. He is the form, they are the shadow. His one New Covenant sacrifice corresponds to the many Old Covenant sacrifices; his single sacrifice fulfilled all of the anticipatory sacrifices under the Old Covenant. His blood atones for sins and cleanses (Lev 16:1-34; Num 19:9, 17), as well as inaugurates the New Covenant (Exod 24:3-8). These are the main emphases of the writer of Hebrews, as seen in chapter 9: atonement for sin and (new) covenant inauguration.

Since no single sacrifice can bear a one-to-one correspondence to Christ’s, then it should come as no surprise that when we turn to Hebrews 9 we find more than the Day of Atonement present. Further, since the proper starting place for the writer of Hebrews is the cross, we should not attempt to make every aspect of Leviticus 16 correspond to the cross of Christ, as though Yom Kippur casts a mold into which the work of Christ must fit in every contour. Certainly there is much correspondence, but there is not perfect correspondence between Yom Kippur and Calvary. For example, in Leviticus 16 the high priest first sacrifices the animal and then takes the blood into the Holy of Holies. Thus his work has more than one step in the OT’s instruction. Yet the writer of Hebrews argues that the work of Christ is completed on the cross, and he nowhere states that the Lord carries his own blood into the presence of God. His work was completed on the cross (in contrast to many Roman Catholic scholars who argue for his continued and perpetual sacrifice). Hebrews 9:12 should be translated as “after he obtained eternal redemption, he entered the Holy Place once for all,” where he sat down as ruler and Lord (Ps. 110:1).

Second, in Hebrews this is all couched in the context of covenant, specifically the New Covenant. Structurally, Hebrews 9 is part of the larger section of 8:1-10:18, which bordered by the inclusio of Jeremiah 31 (8:8-12 and 10:16-18). Exegetically, the Jeremiah text serves as a broad framework for the entire present section, which answers questions that the Jeremiah text raises. Hebrews 9:1-10:18 is an explanation of Jeremiah’s prophecy, with the Jeremiah text forming the basis for the writer’s ensuing argument. However, Jeremiah makes no mention of the means and manner by which his prophecy would be fulfilled, how the New Covenant would be established, or how its blessings would take effect. Answers to such fundamental questions lie with the writer of Hebrews in his Christological exposition of Jeremiah through the hermeneutical lens of the “latter day” revelation of the Son (1:1-2).
It is only now, in light of the new eschatological revelation from God, that what Jeremiah foretold can be explained. Such an explanation by Hebrews, in light of the present voice of God in Christ, is in keeping with the writer’s hermeneutic. France asserts, “The means by which the problem of sin is finally dealt with may not have been specifically present in Jeremiah’s mind, but it involves no distortion of the significance of his words to identify it in the single sacrifice of Christ to take away sins once for all.” A covenant that assures forgiveness of sins must be inaugurated with blood, and if there is to be sacrifice then there must be blood as well.

In short, Jeremiah’s prophecy of a new covenantal arrangement cannot be understood except in terms of OT cultic practices (i.e., atonement), since sins are dealt with by means of sacrificial blood (9:22). As Ellingworth rightly states, “Purification by blood under the Mosaic law points to the need for blood to be shed under the new covenant, in order that sins might be forgiven.” The announcement of a new covenantal arrangement that promises forgiveness of sins would have brought to mind the factors of sacrificial death, blood, priesthood/mediation, and the like, and in Hebrews 9 the Day of Atonement is the chief “connecting link” for explaining the initiation of the New Covenant. In other words, merely the announcement of Jeremiah 31, a discussion of blood and sacrifice would have been expected. The author’s main point is to demonstrate that the New Covenant and its better promises (8:6) are present by means of Christ’s work.

Scullion rightly notes, “the new covenant promises forgiveness of sins . . . and the Yom Kippur blood rite provides the mechanism to explain how this forgiveness is effected.” The cultic ritual is more than a mechanism—it is a shadow (10:1), a parable (9:9) and a type pointing to what Christ would ultimately do. Jeremiah announces the ends (internalization of the Law, forgiveness of iniquities), while Hebrews explains the means (the atoning blood sacrifice, and the mediation of Christ). Therefore, both structurally and exegetically the context of the atonement in Hebrews is one of covenant.

Given the above brief sketch of writer’s hermeneutic and the explication of Leviticus 16 above, I suggest that it is best to interpret the death of Christ in Hebrews 9 in a manner that corresponds to Leviticus 16 unless guided to do otherwise by the writer of Hebrews. In other words, if there is substitution and atonement in Leviticus, we should not be surprised to find the same in Hebrews, albeit expanded in a decidedly Christological direction.

**Hebrews 9:1-10**

This brief section is set apart by the inclusio regarding Old Covenant regulations in 9:1 and 10, and establishes the cultic character and tone so explicit in Hebrews 9. In other words, merely the announcement of Jeremiah’s New Covenant prophecy frames the cultic backdrop of what follows in Hebrews 9, and the typological structure for understanding Christ’s death primarily stems from the Day of Atonement for the writer of Hebrews. I would also argue that after the announcement of Jeremiah 31, a discussion of blood and sacrifice would have been expected. The author’s main point is to demonstrate that the New
God and the ritual impurity of the people. There was no direct access to God for the people in the earthly tent. Only priests were allowed to serve the outer tent, and the inner tent, the Holy of Holies, could only be penetrated by the high priest once a year. There was distance between the Lord and the people caused by the incompatibility of their sin and his holiness.

In verses 6-10, the writer of Hebrews draws from the Day of Atonement ritual and brings out its unique character in verses 6-7. The men . . . de construction ("on the one hand . . . and on the other") in verses 6b-7 contrasts the priests who continually serve in the outer tent with the high priest who has the specific duty to enter the holy place once per year. Blood (haima) is mentioned for the first time in this section (9:7), and anticipates 9:18 and 9:22. In Hebrews' theology, it is only by blood that cleansing from sin can occur in both the Old Covenant and New Covenant, and blood (i.e., the pouring out of the victim's life in place of another, see above on Lev 17:11) must therefore play a central role in his explanation of Jeremiah 31. Blood, in this respect, is seen as the medium of cleansing (9:21-22) and thus forgiveness and restoration of the relationship between God and people, and is found throughout Hebrews 9 (7, 12, 13, 14, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, and 25). Johnson points to the importance of blood in Leviticus 16, and of sin as defilement and ritual impurity that can only be cleansed with blood.

We should recall blood shed on the Day of Atonement blood is largely substitutionary. Aaron first sacrificed for himself and his family, then the priests, and then for the sins of the people that had polluted both them and the tabernacle. We saw that the goat ceremony especially demonstrated this in two ways: the first goat died in place of the people to purify them of their many sins committed throughout the year, while the second goat bore their sins, carried them away, and died in the wilderness. In the goat ceremony, we see that the consequences of sin, namely defilement/guilt and God's wrath against sin, are summarily dealt with. That the writer of Hebrews has this ceremony in mind is seen in his reference to the goats in 9:13 and 10:4. That the Day of Atonement is in view is clear, and the vast majority of Hebrews scholarship is in agreement that Yom Kippur forms the main OT backdrop for the writer's discussion of Christ's work throughout Hebrews 9, (cf. 6:19-20; 10:19-20).

Verses 8-10 give the writer's evaluation of the tent (9:8) and the sacrifices (9:9-10). The structure and regulations of the sanctuary have a profound meaning that is now only shown via the Holy Spirit in these present eschatological latter days. The cultic regulations had a symbolic significance that is only now understood. The point is that while there is a sacrificial system (carried out in the outer compartment of the tabernacle), there is no real access to God in the true, heavenly sanctuary (see 8:2). The parenthetical comment of verse 9a ("which is a symbol/figure for the present time") indicates that the first tent (tēs prōtēs skēnēs) was a parable (parabolē) that "symbolizes the total first covenant order with its daily and annual cultic ritual." External washings and regulations do nothing for the heart/conscience, and thus stand in contrast to the internal work that is at the heart of the New Covenant blessings, promised in Jeremiah and inaugurated by the blood of Christ.

Continuing, such external sacrifices
cannot perfect the worshipper in his or her conscience. Lane notes that *suneidēsis* (conscience) is typically used in the negative sense of a conscience that is plagued by guilt that is an “internal witness that defilement extends to the heart and mind.” It is telling, therefore, that the heart and mind are precisely in view when one considers that the New Covenant’s better promises specifically address the heart and mind of the people (8:6, 10-11; 10:16). What the Day of Atonement could only do symbolically, Christ has done in the *true* Day of Atonement, the *Day of Atonement par excellence*. The purification via the death (blood) of Christ has brought real cleansing, a purification that is internal, rendering the worshipper perfect in conscience, in contrast to and yet in fulfillment of the external rites of the old.

**Hebrews 9:11-14**

The writer of Hebrews’ theological aim of verses 11-28 is to demonstrate that Christ fulfills the Day of Atonement ritual in his death and self-offering as the new high priest, and that this self-offering both permanently atones for sin as well as inaugurates the promised New Covenant. Whereas 1-10 are largely negative, verses 11-14 are positive and set forth the matters for discussion in 9:15-28. In contrast to the inability of the earthly tabernacle (vv. 1-10), the new eschatological order (vv. 11-14) brings with it the greater and more perfect tabernacle. Thus, the conscience is cleansed from sin and access to God is granted. By means of Christ’s entering the holy place in heaven by offering his own blood, he has secured the transformation of the worshipper guaranteed in 8:10-12. Peterson asserts that the writer of Hebrews makes use of the positive promises of the Jeremiah text at this point, in that both cleansing from sin and the promise of obedience are in view in verses 11-14. Forgiveness of sins and obedient service are the effects assured to the believer by means of Christ’s work.

Verses 11-14 are the core of the writer’s argument concerning the superiority of the death of Christ. In 9:11, the writer of Hebrews transitions by noting, “But when Christ appeared as a high priest,” which reinforces the idea that the event in mind is specifically the Day of Atonement (9:7). The fundamental distinction between the priests and the high priest was the latter’s function on the Day of Atonement. Thus, identifying Jesus as the *high* priest calls to mind the priestly activity outlined in Leviticus 16. Grammatically, though Christ does three things (appears as a high priest, enters the holy place, obtains eternal redemption), the main clause of 9:11-12 is “Christ entered the holy place” (*Christos...eisēlthen...eis ta hagia*) via the heavenly counterpart to the earthly tent (*skēnē*).

It is in this section that the comparisons between the high priest on the Day of Atonement and Christ at the cross reach their zenith. They entered an earthly tabernacle, he the heavenly “holy place” (*ta hagia*) which is synonymous with the right hand of God. They came with blood of unwilling animals, he willingly offers his own blood. Their entrance into the Holy Place was repeated and brief, whereas Christ entered once and for all. The result of their offering was limited and repeated, while his is an eternal redemption. In Christ, the good things have now come. The blood of their offerings cleansed only temporarily and externally, while Christ’s cleanses and perfects the inmost disposition of man, his accusing and guilty
conscience. The result is eternal redemption via the non-repeatable sacrifice of Christ, and not by the medium of the blood of goats and calves and ashes of a heifer. Windisch rightly concludes that the unique offering of Christ brought the animal sacrifices to an end.

The a fortiori argument of verses 13-14 states that if animal sacrifices can sanctify on some external level, how much more cleansing is there by the blood of Christ? In the Old Covenant sacrificial system, there was an element of cleansing that occurred each Yom Kippur, yet it was merely external, cleansing the flesh only. This is in contrast to the internal cleansing that is assured in the New Covenant (9:14). Christ effects in reality what the cultus could only provide symbolically and in seminal form. The self-offering of Christ procures the internal cleansing of the conscience from dead works and to obedient service to God. Those who draw near to God through Christ's sacrifice are perfected, in direct contrast to 9:9. Once there is an internal change, the tabernacle and its rituals are no longer necessary. Such cleansing in 9:14 leads to a change of heart, and generates service to God. The result is worship expressed in a life that acknowledges the name of God (13:15), loves fellow Christian brethren (3:13; 10:24-25), and is pleasing to God by means of obedience (13:16). The effective purgation of the conscience and its orientation to obedient service is the epitome of the New Covenant promises in 8:10-12, and draws attention to the specific matter of covenant (diathēkē) taken up in 15-22.

Additionally, the note that Christ was the offering “without blemish” (amōnōn) in 9:14 further reiterates the cultic context and helps to draw the conclusion that the Day of Atonement is never far from his mind when he thinks of the death of Christ. This adjective is found over twenty times in the LXX of Leviticus alone, and is explicitly applied to the sacrificed bull in Leviticus 4 as well as to the sacrificed goat in Leviticus 4 and 9, both of which are found in Hebrews 9. Additionally, upon observing Hebrews’ emphasis on the blamelessness of Christ as sacrifice Thielman avers, “It is difficult to see why the author would place such a stress on Jesus’ sinlessness precisely in speaking of his sacrificial death, unless this sacrifice contained a substitutionary element.”

**Hebrews 9:15-22**

Logically and grammatically speaking, verse 15 is the climax of 11-14 and 16-22 are a parenthetical explanation of verse 15. Here the spotlight is not on the Day of Atonement (resumed in 9:23-28), but on the covenant initiatory rite (see Exod 24:3-8). Because of all of these things, he is therefore the mediator of the New Covenant, which reinforces the idea that the bigger picture in Hebrews 9 is covenant inauguration. Further, the death of Christ brought about the release/redemption of the transgressions committed under the first (i.e., Mosaic) covenant. As such, in 9:15-22 the writer of Hebrews focuses on Christ’s blood as the basis for the (new) covenant inauguration. Just as blood was shed in the inauguration of the Old Covenant (Exod 24:3-8), so also is there blood shed for the inauguration of the New Covenant. To be sure, there remains substantial debate concerning the translation of diathēkē (covenant) in 9:16-17, and it is my understanding that the focus of these verses is more on death as it inaugurates a covenant via the priestly mediator (diathēkē = “covenant”), than on death as a prerequisite for an inheritance
Yet, the fundamental point of these verses is less debated and are established by 9:15, viz., a death has occurred for redemption. These verses support the necessity of Christ's death for the inauguration of the New Covenant and the realization of its blessings; death makes a covenant operative. This dictum reinforces the point that for Hebrews there must be death if there is to be a new covenantal arrangement, even though Jeremiah did not specify precisely how the new arrangement would be enacted. The “how” is left to the Christological development of the writer of Hebrews.

Further, since Christ is mediator (mediator) of the New Covenant (9:15; cf. 7:22; 8:6; 12:24), there must be blood, since even the Sinai covenant was marked by blood (9:18-22). The New Covenant has a new foundation (the blood of Christ), and is therefore a decidedly new work. Vanhoye rightly observes that Christ’s blood at once fully atones for sin (under both the Old and New Covenant) as well as inaugurates the New Covenant, and concludes that such is an “astonishing coalescence.”

Attridge is helpful, asserting that under the Old Covenant sins could not be expiated, and thus Christ’s work had a “retrospective” effect. Further, the unique substantival use of the perfect passive participle in 9:15 (hoi keklēmenoi) refers to “those that have been called” under both the Old and New Covenant. As such, the sins of the true people of God (those called and marked by faith), in both Old and New Covenant, are forgiven in the atonement of Christ. The person and work of Christ consummated the old order and inaugurated the new. “As the priestly mediator of a new covenant, he is able to administer the eschatological blessings that specify the newness of the diathēkēs kainēs [new covenant].”

Verse 18 states that the first covenant “was ratified with blood,” again marking the importance of blood in the covenant procedure. Verses 19-22 support and explain this statement. After Moses gave every commandment of the Law, he sprinkled the book of the Law as well as the people with blood, thus inaugurating the Old Covenant with blood. The two aspects of blood (medium of purity and covenant inauguration) coalesce in the citation from Exodus 24:8 in Hebrews 9:20. For Hebrews, since the Old Covenant had blood, Jeremiah’s New Covenant must have blood as well. That blood has a cleansing function is clear from verses 21-22, and this section concludes with the summary statement that “according to the Law” almost everything is cleansed (katharizetai) by means of blood. Dunnill avers, “defilement is the fundamental religious problem, which sacrifice confronts by providing purgation by means of blood.”

Verses 15-22 conclude with the maxim that there is no forgiveness without bloodletting (9:22). No one in Judaism could have argued with such a statement. It is the biblical author’s theological purpose to affirm this fundamental truth, as well as to argue that it is Christ’s blood, and not that of animals, that effects true forgiveness and internal cleansing from the defilement of sin. Far from a mere canceling of the rubric of the cultus, the writer of Hebrews takes pains to show that the Old Covenant cultus has met its end and goal in the New Covenant “cultus.”

**Hebrews 9:23-28**

The final section of Hebrews 9 is essential for the present discussion, and further
demonstrates that the writer of Hebrews sees the death of Christ in terms of substitution. This is most clearly seen as he crowns the present discussion with an allusion to Isaiah’s fourth Servant Song (Is 53:12) in 9:28. The verb καθαρίζω (to cleanse) serves as a catchword that forms a link between verses 15-22 and the final pericope of Hebrews 9, in which there is a return to Day of Atonement imagery. Logically, 9:23 concludes what has come before (oun, therefore), and recalls the contents of 9:11-14.\footnote{102} The emphasis in these verses is on the definitive character and finality of the work of Christ accomplished in the true tabernacle of heaven.\footnote{103} The cleansing occurs in heaven itself (αυτὸν τὸν οὐρανὸν) where the exalted high priest enters the very presence of God and appears there on behalf of his people (9:24). Verses 25-26 make the point clear that Christ is not like the Levitical high priests who repeatedly offer sacrifices yearly on Yom Kippur. If his offering were like that of the sacrificial system, then Christ would have to be offered continually from the beginning of time. His sacrifice is superior and has been offered at the consummation of the ages to put away sin.

**Heb 9:27-28 and Isa 53:12**

The final sentence of Hebrews 9 (vv. 27-28) is quite important to the present study, and asserts that Christ offered himself once “to bear the sins of many.” Such an allusion to Isaiah 53:12 places the death of Christ firmly in the category of substitution for the writer of Hebrews. Many Hebrews scholars have identified a reference here to Isaiah 53:12.\footnote{104} Hebrews 9:28 reads that Christ was offered once “to bear the sins of many” (eis to pollòn anènegkein hamartias), compared to Isaiah 53:12 (LXX) where it is said of the Servant of the Lord that “he himself bore the sins of many” (autòs hamartias pollòn anènegkein). Seifrid is representative when he states that in 9:28, the writer of Hebrews “obviously recalls the substitutionary suffersing of the Isaianic Servant (Is 53:4-12).”\footnote{105}

In the context of Isaiah 53:12 one finds that the Servant is the substitute for others, in that his undeserved sufferings deliver the people. This point comes to the fore in 53:4-12 (esp. 4-6; 10-12). The Servant does not merely suffer alongside the people, or even as a result of the sins of the people, but instead “suffers for them, and because of that, they do not need to experience the results of their sins.”\footnote{106} As Oswalt points out, the exegesis of Orilnsky and Whybray\footnote{107} is a bit nearsighted, and does not satisfy the context of Isaiah 52-53. It is not the point of these verses, as Orilnsky and Whybray argue, to assert that the people had already born their sin in their captivity and defeat, and thus that the Servant described here merely suffers with the people as a result of their sins, with no thought of a substitutionary death present. In his remarks on this thesis Childs says of Whybray, “In my judgment, this bland and even superficial understanding of the passage serves as a major indictment of his conclusions.”\footnote{108} Rather, the divine Servant bears the consequences of the people’s sins. The contrast running throughout Isa 53:4-12 is “him” vs. “we.” He suffers, but it is “we” who have actually sinned. This contrast of “him” and “we/us/our” is even seen in the syntax of both the MT and LXX, where the placement of the pronouns stress this emphasis on what “he” has done for “us.” Oswalt notes this to be true in the MT, and a reading of the LXX makes this clear as well (esp. in 4-6, 7). It is “our sickness and pains” that he bears, and “this man has
been stricken because we are sinners.” Thielman rightly notes that “Isaiah understood the guilt offering generally as substitutionary and described the Servant’s suffering within this framework.” The Servant will see the fruit of his suffering (vv. 10b-11), and will have offspring and a long life having accomplished the Lord’s task for him. Success and divine blessing is promised both to the Servant as well as his people (v. 11). By his suffering, the many are made righteous (v. 11b). How can this be? Because “he will bear their sins” (ας ημαρτίας αυτὸν αυτοὶ αναίσθησι) in verse 11b and in verse 12, “he himself bore the sin of many” (αυτός ημαρτίας πολλῶν ανέσηγκ). “What does this mean?” Oswalt asks rhetorically. It means that the Servant’s death is redemptive and it finds its “true fulfillment in the realization of what the whole sacrificial system prefigured.” Isaiah here leaves little room for doubt when he remarks that the “many are made righteous” (v. 11) because the Servant of Yahweh bears their sins in their place. They receive righteousness and peace, since their sin and guilt has been born by another. As a result of this, the Servant is exalted, being granted “a portion with the great;” he is the victor, dividing the spoils (53:12). This verse essentially summarizes what has come before, and is the climactic end to the Servant Song. The innocent one who dies in the place of others is not defeated; he enjoys the fruits of his vicarious suffering along with the many that have been made righteous because of his substitutionary sacrifice. As a result of all of this, the Servant is exalted “to the highest heaven” (52:13). His suffering was that of a penal substitute. Agreeing with this assessment is Peterson who goes so far as to conclude, “Those who deny the theme of penal substi-
tion in this chapter appear to be guilty of special pleading.” In his comments on Hebrews 9:28 Lane notes at this point that the Isaianic Servant’s ministry is vicarious and adds, “The vicariously redemptive quality of Jesus’ death was of paramount importance to the argument [of Hebrews 9].” Further, as Williams (along with Oswalt and Peterson) has demonstrated, the most satisfying reading of Isaiah 53 is that of penal substitution, especially given the expressions concerning the bearing of punishment in 53:11-12.

If the above interpretation of Isaiah 53 is correct, and I am correct that the writer of Hebrews draws from this text, seeing its fulfillment in Christ, then what does that say for the question under consideration concerning Hebrews’ theology of the death of Christ? There is strong evidence that for Hebrews the death of Christ is not only a substitutionary sacrifice, but a penal substitutionary sacrifice. Sin is defilement that brings death, be it the deaths of animals that grant symbolic and external cleansing (Lev 16), or the death of the Servant of the Lord that effects true cleansing from sin and righteousness (Is 53). For the writer of Hebrews to refer to the death of Christ in terms of Isaiah 53:12 implies an understanding of the larger context of the fourth Servant Song, especially that of 53:4-12. In keeping with his hermeneutic, the writer of Hebrews sees here (along with other NT authors) that Christ is the Servant who bears the sin and sin’s consequences on behalf of many. As Gathercole rightly notes, “Statements about Christ’s death for our sins . . . mean taking the consequences of our sins. The biblical assumption is that death is the consequence of sin, and therefore Christ takes that consequence even though the sin is not his own . . . it is at this point in the logic where substitution and penalty become difficult to prise apart.”

Are there such statements as this in Hebrews? Does the writer of Hebrews use the language of Christ’s work being “for our sins” or similar? Hebrews 2:9 says that Christ suffered death so that “he might taste death on behalf of all” (hyper pantos geusētai thanatou); 2:17 asserts that Christ’s offering as high priest (his own blood) was for the sins of the people (hina . . . tas hamartias tou laou); 6:20 states that he “entered the holy place as a forerunner on our behalf” (prodromos hyper hēmōn eisēlthen), doing so by his death for human sin; 7:27 (cf. 9:7 for the similar idea) says that Christ, unlike the earthly priests, offered up himself “for the sins of the people” (hyper . . . tou laou); 9:24 says that after this death for people’s sins, Christ appears now in the presence of God on our behalf (hyper hēmōn); in 9:28 recall that Christ “bears the sins of many” (eis to pollōn anenegkein hamartias); and in the summary statement of 10:12 we find the important statement that Christ’s willing self-offering (via Ps. 40; which is reminiscent of the willing suffering of the Isaianic Servant alluded to in 9:28) was “a sacrifice for the sins [of the people]” (houtos de mian hyper hamartian prosenegkas thyssion). In these passages one sees that for Hebrews Christ died for our sins, which I would assert is the language of substitution and the bearing of the consequence/penalty of the sins of his people.

It appears that there is good reason for asserting a substitution theology in Hebrews, but is there more evidence concerning God’s wrath and its being averted due to Christ’s work? Are both elements (substitution and wrath) found in Hebrews? From the data recounted above, it appears that substitution is
clearly in view for the writer of Hebrews. I have put forth the thesis that by his usage of Leviticus 16:1-34 and 17:11 (as well as Is 53) the writer of Hebrews sees Christ as fulfilling these sacrifices, and doing so in such a manner that substitution becomes an accurate description of the author’s theology. I also averred that such a substitutionary sacrifice serves to avert the righteous wrath of God. To be sure, this is not the only idea present in Hebrews. One can see the Christus Victor concept in several passages such as 2:14 and 12:2. Yet, what is the center? What is the main idea? There is further evidence that needs to be considered in order to articulate more fully the writer’s theology of the atonement.

Wrath of God in Hebrews

What of Gathercole’s statement that substitution and penalty are “difficult to prise apart”? Is there wrath for the sins of humanity in Hebrews? Does the writer of Hebrews speak of the wrath of God against sin? In fact he does. To be sure, one could argue that this judgment may be in this age or the one to come, but this does not negate the point that for the writer of Hebrews, human sin incurs God’s wrath. Consistently, the point seems to be that sin (hamartia and related terms) incurs the judgment and wrath of God. To my own surprise, quite little on this topic has been discussed when speaking of Hebrews and the atonement. Yet if, for the writer of Hebrews, God is wrathful against human sin and rebellion, and wrath is averted due to the death of Christ (argued here as a substitute), then would it not lead to the conclusion that one finds in Hebrews not simply substitution, but penal substitution? Despite the fact that the idea of God’s wrath plays little role in most discussions of Hebrews and the atonement, I want to argue that it should, since the concept of God’s wrath is not simply an idea that is merely in the background of Hebrews. Quite the contrary, it has a substantial role. In short, wrath and judgment are seen in Hebrews to be against the very thing for which Christ’s death affects cleansing, viz., the sins of people.

First, from beginning to end, the writer of Hebrews paints a picture of God who has sent his son in human flesh to cleanse his people from their sins. How does God feel about sin? Heb 1:9 says that the Son “hates lawlessness” (emisēsas anomian). If Christ is the radiance of God’s glory and the exact representation of God’s nature (1:3a), then surely 1:9 means that God the Father too “hates lawlessness,” there being no division within the Godhead concerning hatred for lawbreaking.

Second, this is seen in the first warning passage of 2:1-4. Regardless of how one views the warning passages regarding the possibility of a true believer losing their salvation, the points made here should be agreeable to all, viz., that for Hebrews, human sin brings a penalty from God in the form of his wrath expressed in judgment. In 2:2 it is said that every transgression under the Mosaic administration received a just penalty. Yet given the new revelation of the Son, the penalty for transgression (neglecting the word of salvation spoken in the Son) is not less, but more. Using the argument from lesser to greater, we see that if transgressions received penalties under the Old Covenant, greater penalties are to be expected in the present administration. The idea of penalty for sin denotes wrath for sin, and the one who commanded (and often personally exacted) such recompense is God himself. There is “no escape”
(ekpheuxometha)\textsuperscript{125} which in this text has an eschatological ring to it referring to eschatological deliverance from the judgment of God (6:2; 9:27).\textsuperscript{126} In the present time of the speaking of the Son, there is greater privilege as well as greater peril. What kind of judgment is not explicitly stated here, but in the overall context of Hebrews (see below), it is cast in terms of “wrath” and “fiery judgment.”

Third, from the outset of the canon, we find that sin brings the penalty of death (Gen 2:3). This principle is at work in Hebrews as well in 2:10-18 where the “fear of death” and the slavery that accompanies it is stricken because of the death of Christ (2:14-15) the “champion.”\textsuperscript{127} As their “brother” he has died, and in so doing the tyranny and fear of death is vanquished. Sin brings death as God’s judgment on it, and the death of Christ on behalf of all (2:9) removes this fearful judgment, replacing it with the hope of the New Jerusalem (12:22-24).

Fourth, the wrath of God against human sin is clearly seen in the negative example of Hebrews 3:7-4:13. The Old Covenant people, after having been given the covenant and its laws, hardened their hearts, tested God, provoked God, and went astray in their hearts not knowing the ways of God (3:7-11). What was God’s response? He was angry (\textit{prosōchthisa}) with them, and their sin resulted in his wrath (\textit{orgē}, cf. 4:3). Human sin elicited the wrath of God. They were sentenced to die in the wilderness, outside the land (functioning as a metaphor for God’s “rest”). This leads to the second warning passage in Hebrews in 3:12 where the warning is not to \textit{sin} against God like the Old Covenant people in vv. 7-11. It is precisely this issuance of wrath that serves the pastoral purpose of this warning (and all others) in Hebrews. To turn from God to sin and lawlessness is to disbelieve what he has spoken (1:1-2; 3:19; 4:2). Obey the voice of God in Christ the Son or face his wrath is clearly the point of such exhortations. This is repeated in 3:15-19 in the rhetorical questions. God’s anger and wrath is demonstrated towards those who do not believe and thus disobey the divine word (see 3:19; 4:2, 3, 6, 11). Such an actual example as this from biblical history demands that such warnings of God’s wrath be seen as actual and not hypothetical.\textsuperscript{128}

Fifth, God’s wrath is seen in the warning of 6:4-8. The sin of those described in verses 4-6 receive for their sin a fiery judgment, as demonstrated in the agricultural image of verse 8.\textsuperscript{129} Those described here face the curse of God, and end up being burned up in his judgment for their sin.

Sixth is the judgment mentioned in 9:27. Why is there judgment? From the context of Hebrews, it appears to be eschatological judgment for sin. This is in keeping with what has been demonstrated already, and is in concert with what follows. The individual does not merely die, but is judged, presumably by God. The same noun for judgment (\textit{krisis}) is used only one other time in Hebrews (10:27), where fearful eschatological judgment is clearly in view. See also 10:30 and 13:4 where the verb form (\textit{krinō}, to judge) as well as 12:23 where God is the judge (\textit{kritēs}) of all.

Seventh, after the lengthy section of exposition (7:1-10:18), the writer’s exhortations begin again in 10:19, and quickly return to the theme of the wrath of God against human sin. In 10:26-31 this is spelled out in greater detail with even more terrifying language than at any other time up to this point.\textsuperscript{130} Again, the issue is human sin (v. 26) that results in God’s wrath,\textsuperscript{131} described here as “a ter-
rifying expectation of judgment” and God’s “fury of a fire which will consume the adversaries” (v. 27). There is no mercy, only death, for one under the Old Covenant. How much worse will it be for those in the New Covenant era who have the added revelation of the Son? (cf. 2:1-4 above). In verse 29, they deserve an even more severe punishment, and can expect only to receive the vengeance of God because of their sin since it is the Lord who is judge (v. 30). The writer of Hebrews summarizes what all readers ought to think in verse 31 when he writes, “It is a terrifying thing to fall into the hands of the living God.” Why is there terror (vv. 26, 31)? Because God demonstrates his hatred for lawlessness and disobedience, i.e., against all those who reject his speaking in the Son.

Eighth, this warning is reiterated in the threat of “destruction” in 10:38-39. The term for “destruction” in verse 39 (apōleia) refers to “supernatural destruction” by God as a consequence of not persevering in faith and shrinking back. To “shrink back” (hypostellō) is here the opposite of having persevering faith (10:36, 39; 11:1, 6), and this means that God brings destruction. In this context “destruction” is itself the opposite of God’s “taking delight” (eudokeō) in the individual.

Ninth, we come to the last of Hebrews’ warning passages in 12:25-29. These verses issue the final warning of the book, and bring the writer’s work to an end (chapter 13 is a collection of exhortations and concluding remarks). It is telling that he ends his argument this way—with another sharp word of warning. This underlines his overarching pastoral concern and calls them, one more time, to a sober warning about the dangers of ignoring what he has argued about Jesus and the New Covenant. This warning focuses on the end-time judgment of the world. As seen before, sin is described here as ignoring the voice of God and turning away from his word and his person. Again using “lesser to greater” argumentation, the Old Covenant people are used again as a foil—a negative example to make the point that where rebellion against God and his word exists (either “long ago” in the Old Covenant or in these “latter days” of the New Covenant), judgment is to be expected. The term “refused” is the same term as in verse 19 (paraiteomai). The readers are in the same danger as their historical forebears at Sinai, that of stopping their ears from hearing the voice of God who warns them. The writer of Hebrews sees in the Exodus 19 narrative a connection between the people’s asking for God to stop speaking (out of fear) and their soon-to-be-expressed rebellion against God and His servant Moses (Heb 3:7-4:13). They refused Him who spoke to Him, and they were judged and sentenced to die in the wilderness. The final note in 12:29 describes God as a “devouring fire” (cf. Deut 4:24); images of fire have frequently been employed throughout Hebrews in contexts of judgment. Clearly then, DeSilva is correct when he states that such an image is designed “to show the danger of his judgment upon the unjust.”

Finally, such a discussion would not be complete without at least a reference to 2:17 and to the dispute over propitiation of wrath vs. expiation of sin. While this is not the place for a lengthy treatment of the verse, or even less a recounting of the Dodd-Morris/Nicole discussions, it is fitting, after considering the data in the preceding pages, to now turn one’s attention to the question concerning the
meaning of *hilaskesthai*, typically rendered as “expiation,” or “propitiation.” The writer of Hebrews does not immediately spell out exactly what he means by the statement “to make propitiation with reference to the sins of the people” or “to make expiation for the sins of the people” (*eis to hilaskesthai tas hamartias*). Yet as Thielman observes, given the Hellenistic Jewish milieu in which Hebrews was written, it is quite likely that the term in question (*hilaskesthai*) “means here what it means in 4 Maccabees 6 and 17—that sacrifice lifted the curse of God against his sinful people.” Further, I find much to commend in the statement of Seifrid who writes, “once it is acknowledged that the removal of sin [i.e. cleansing] averts divine wrath, as is the case here, one arrives at the idea of propitiation.” Sin must be cleansed, and such purgation and cleansing is achieved by Christ’s blood. Once the person’s sin is cleansed by the blood of Christ, there is no longer a place or need for divine wrath. Therefore it is possible that both ideas of expiation and propitiation are present.

In contrast to this conclusion, and given the previous discussion of God’s anger and judgment against sin, can the assertions of Attridge and Montefiore withstand the exegetical test? Both of these scholars either minimize or even deny God’s righteous anger against sin, and yet their treatments of the aforementioned passages are less than satisfying when weighed together. In contrast, Kistemaker is correct when he asserts that it is unwarranted to “ignore the meaning of the concept of propitiation,” and Paul Jewett notes (though not specifically referring to Hebrews) that using the term “expiation” instead of “propitiation” does not, in the end, account for the reality of God’s righteous indignation towards sin. He asks, “Why should sins be expiated? What would happen if no expiation were provided? Can anyone deny that, according to the teaching of Scripture, men will die in their sins?” For the present study of Hebrews, these questions are difficult to answer in terms that do not include the element of propitiation, given the numerous references to God’s anger against sin.

Therefore, the objection to an emphasis on the aversion of wrath, arguing instead that the accent in Hebrews is only on cleansing from impurity, is difficult to maintain given the data above. The theme of God’s punitive wrath against sin runs throughout Hebrews. Further, such an objection, I would suggest, is a false dichotomy. Sin is a transgression of God’s commandments and thus brings impurity; sin is disobedience and unbelief; God is the Majesty on High (1:4) in the heavenly place (9:24) and as such is pure and sinless. Blood (death; Lev 17:11) is required for forgiveness (9:22), and the typological sacrifices always end up dead in Hebrews. Why? Because sin brings not merely impurity, but wrath expressed in death, which is cast in the recurring metaphor of “blood.” Cleansing from impurity and guilt caused by sin centers on the believer (he is made pure), while the satisfaction of wrath centers on God (his just wrath is satisfied), and there is therefore no division between the justice and love of God. This is especially true given that it was God himself who inaugurated the sacrificial system and who would later send his own son (2:7) to die “in behalf of all” (2:9), which is to say “instead of all.” Therefore, any act of clemency, any acceptable sacrificial offering, and even any warning issued to sinful humanity
are all tangible demonstrations of the love and grace of God. For Hebrews, when the voice of God is rejected (either in the OT prophets or in the Son), divine anger is the result. Further, his wrath is indeed just, given that it is incurred when His Law is transgressed (1:9). For the faithful, sins and lawless deeds are remembered no more (8:12; 10:17) and the believer is no longer impure, having been cleansed by the sacrificial blood (death) of Christ. Christ, in his death, has taken the consequences of our sins, which is to say, the penalty of death upon himself.

For Hebrews, then, one is either of faith and part of the covenant faithful (either the Old Covenant or now the New Covenant), or one is under wrath and judgment. The sinner either receives atonement/purification for his sin (which is inextricably tied to persevering faith; 10:36-39) or he receives wrath from God, not having atonement for all one’s sins. This is clearly seen when one contrasts the Old Covenant faithful of 11:1-40 with those in 3:7-4:6, and is also seen by comparing those in 3:7ff. with the New Covenant people of God, described as those who are of persevering faith and marked by the better promises of the eternal covenant (8:6, 8-12; 10:16-18; 13:20). The exodus people function as a paradigm: they did not believe, thus did not obey, and as a result received the wrath of God. Thus we concur with Peterson’s assessment, “Salvation in Hebrews thus appears to be deliverance from the wrath of God in order to enjoy the life of God in his presence forever (cf. 9:28; 12:25-9).”

Conclusion

Based on the above exegetical analysis, one arrives at the logical conclusion that for the writer of Hebrews, the way to avoid the judgment of God is for all of one’s sins to be cleansed by the blood of Christ. Stated conversely: to be cleansed from all of one’s sins by the blood of Christ means that judgment and wrath will not be incurred. Against this conclusion one could possibly argue that if the warning passages speak of genuine believers who have fallen away, then their sins were once cleansed, yet they still fell under God’s wrath. Yet, for this position, the sin for which judgment is incurred is the specific sin of apostasy, and as such is not cleansed and forgiven, and is therefore judged. For those who maintain the legitimacy of genuine apostasy, such a counterargument is possible. This is precisely why I have included the word “all” when speaking of one’s sins that are forgiven, cleansed, and no longer remembered. Therefore, such a rebuttal is not in conflict with my summation, since for those who maintain such a view of the warning passages, when the sin of true apostasy is committed, then judgment still is incurred for that specific sin. Therefore, the statement and principle still stands for Hebrews: if all one’s sins are cleansed by the blood of Christ, then wrath is averted. The very thing that brings such judgment is what Christ cleanses, viz., sin.

In sum, the concept of divine judgment due to sin can be said to underlie much if not the whole of the Epistle to the Hebrews. It seems as though everywhere the reader turns, he is not far from an explicit or implicit reminder of the idea that God is the one who judges sin, and his judgment is consistently a frightening thing. Further, the writer of Hebrews looks both backwards and forwards in history to make this point. God judged the sinful acts of people in the past, and will do so in the future as well. Further, since he is the judge of all (12:23), and
vengeance belongs to him (10:30), then it is fearful to note that nothing at all is hidden from his sight (4:13). Morris is worth quoting in full,

Because God is so great and His standards so high, and because we shall one day stand before Him, we do well to give heed to the situation in which our sin has placed us. The sinner facing the prospect of judgment before such a Judge is in no good case. This Epistle leaves us in no doubt but that those who are saved are saved from a sore and genuine peril. Christ’s saving work is not a piece of emotional pageantry rescuing men from nothing in particular.151

In sum, when all of the pieces are put together, I humbly suggest that what emerges from Hebrews is the picture of Christ Jesus, the New Covenant mediator, whose blood inaugurated the promised eternal New Covenant and cleansed his people from the impurity of their sins, granting divine forgiveness, and thereby placating the all-consuming fire of the righteous wrath of God.
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